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Abstract: In this work we present a combined experimental and ab initio simulation investigation
concerning the Germanium Lone Pair Center (GLPC), its interaction with molecular oxygen (O2),
and evolution under irradiation. First, O2 loading has been applied here to Ge-doped optical fibers
to reduce the concentration of GLPC point defects. Next, by means of cathodoluminescence in situ
experiments, we found evidence that the 10 keV electron irradiation of the treated optical fibers
induces the generation of GLPC centers, while in nonloaded optical fibers, the irradiation causes
the bleaching of the pre-existing GLPC. Ab initio calculations were performed to investigate the
reaction of the GLPC with molecular oxygen. Such investigations suggested the stability of the
dioxagermirane (DIOG) bulk defect, and its back conversion into GLPC with a local release of O2

under irradiation. Furthermore, it is also inferred that a remarkable portion of the O2 passivated
GLPC may form Ge tetrahedra connected to peroxy bridges. Such structures may have a larger
resistance to the irradiation and not be back converted into GLPC.

Keywords: optical fiber; O2 loading; point defects

1. Introduction

Point defects in silica have attracted the attention of many research groups in the
past few decades [1–8]. They cause the appearance of absorption bands in the glass
transmission window [1–3], and consequently, defect generation or conversion implies
variations of the optical properties of silica. It is well known that generation and conversion
of point defects take place when silica is exposed to ionizing radiation, such as X- and
γ-rays, as well as electron beams [1–8]. For these reasons, a relevant part of the study of
radiation effects on silica-based optical fibers or bulk glasses has been devoted to point
defect characterization in terms of electronic level structure, and identifying the absorption
(sometimes luminescence) bands associated with each defect structure. At the same time,
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the generation mechanisms and the conversion of defects were the main topics of a great
number of investigations [3,8–16]. Moreover, a few experimental techniques, such as H2
or O2 loading of optical fibers, have been designed with the aim to enhance the radiation
resistance by passivating radiation-induced point defects, and to enhance the duration of
the optical fiber in a harsh environment [17,18].

One of the most important defects related to applicative and basic research relevance
is the Germanium Lone Pair Center (GLPC [19]) in Ge-doped silica, which is employed to
produce one of the most common optical fiber types in telecommunications and sensing
applications [20,21]. It is accepted that the GLPC is an electron donor and that its presence
affects the sensitivity of the silica to radiation or laser exposure [11,16,22]. The microscopic
structure of such defect must be mentioned as well. The GLPC is a twofold coordinated
Ge atom with two electrons forming a lone pair [19,23]. This defect is responsible for
absorption bands at about 5.12 eV (related to a singlet–singlet transition) and at about
3.8 eV (related to a singlet–triplet transition) [19,23]. Furthermore, it is responsible for two
emission bands at 4.3 eV (inverse singlet–singlet transition) and at ~3.1 eV (triplet–singlet
transition, the triplet state can be populated by intersystem crossing processes) [19,23]. In
particular, the latter emission at ~3.1 eV (i.e., ~400 nm) could be exploited to study the
kinetics of creation or bleaching of GLPC centers in silica by means of cathodoluminescence
(CL) spectroscopy [24,25].

In the present investigation, other aspects related to the GLPC must be remembered.
The GLPC defect is usually present in high concentrations in nonirradiated optical fibers
because of the manufacturing processes, and its concentration decreases when the fibers
are exposed to radiation [26]. Furthermore, a recent investigation has proven that O2
loading of the optical fiber is able to destroy these GLPC, then modify their response to
consecutive irradiation [10], suggesting a possible method to tune the radiation response
of germanosilicate optical fibers in the ultraviolet and visible domains. However, in this
previous investigation, the basic mechanisms responsible for the GLPC bleaching in O2
loaded fibers were not deeply investigated.

In this work, to better understand how O2 loading bleaches the GLPC centers (before
irradiation) and how they can be generated during irradiation in treated optical fibers, we
completed our experimental work with ab initio calculations. These simulations enabled us
to identify the relevant structures resulting from the reaction of the GLPC with molecular
oxygen, and to evaluate the stability of such bulk defects and their possible back conversion
to GLPC, or alternatively their permanent bleaching. In particular, the present work
provides strong support in favor of the existence and stability of dioxagermirane (DIOG)
as a bulk point defect in O2-loaded Ge-doped fibers. The dioxagermirane defect is a
germanium-based analogue of the dioxasilyrane [27], a point defect which was first detected
as a surface defect on reactive silica [28] and has recently been found in luminescent
siliceous materials and silica nanoparticles [29,30]. Moreover, in a previous theoretical
study, the DIOG (i.e., the (O2)Ge= defect) was investigated as a surface defect in germanium
oxides [31]. Although the DIOG still preserves the “memory” of the underlying defect
(GLPC), we demonstrated that relaxation paths may exist which lead to a reconstruction
of the tetrahedral network around the GLPC, resulting in a loss of memory of the original
defect in O2-loaded fibers. Since the O2 molecule is one of the major diffusing species in
silica, we have focused this work primarily on the formation of DIOG, which is likely to
be the dominant mechanism for the GLPC bleaching during the O2 loading process. The
diffusion of atomic oxygen might lead, at a GLPC site, to the formation of germanone [10,32],
which in principle could provide an alternative bleaching mechanism, is not considered
hereafter. In fact, it requires the expensive dissociation of the O2 molecule and the diffusion
of atomic oxygen in silica, requiring activation energies above 1.3 eV, which is far less likely
than the diffusion of molecular oxygen [33,34]. Though the formation of germanone might
constitute a bleaching channel under extreme irradiation conditions, its study is beyond
the scope of the present paper.
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2. Materials and Methods

A two-step Ge-doped optical fiber produced by iXBlue Photonics Division [35] is
studied in the present investigation. Such fiber has a total diameter of ~125 µm and a
62.5 µm core diameter. The inner part of the core has a diameter of ~40 µm and a Ge content
of ~9 wt% (weight per cent), and such part is separated from the pure silica cladding
by a ring made of 5 wt% Ge-doped silica, with a width of about 10 µm. The chemical
composition of the investigated sample has been previously reported [24].

The O2 loading of the sample was performed by keeping the sample in a PARR-4651
high pressure vessel at ~400 ◦C for ~21 days in a 90-bar oxygen atmosphere, according
to previous investigation [10]. We stress that the presence of the O2 inside such a treated
fiber was tested by monitoring, as a function of the position along fiber diameters, the
Raman line of the molecular oxygen [10,36]. Such studies proved that the content of O2
is uniform along the fiber cross section with micrometer precision [10,36]. Independent
experimental evidence of the effectiveness of our O2-loaded treatment can also be inferred
by the radiation-induced near-infrared luminescence of interstitial O2, which is present in
the loaded samples and absent in the untreated ones [37].

Cathodoluminescence and electron irradiation (at room temperature) were performed
simultaneously using a field emission-scanning electronic microscope (SEM) JEOL JSM
7100f, equipped with a GATAN MONOCL4 detector (spectral range 300–750 nm,
1.7–4 eV). The electron beam is used both to excite the luminescence of point defects
and simultaneously to irradiate the sample. For the present investigation, we acquired CL
monochromatic images by monitoring the intensity of the incoming CL signal from the fiber
at the wavelength of about 400 (±5) nm (i.e., 3.1 eV), then we extracted the luminescence
profile as a function of the position from the center of the fiber (and of the number of scans,
i.e., time). Based on previous studies, we are confident that the signal at 400 nm is due to
the GLPC emission [24]. We employed the following parameters: electron energy 10 keV, a
probe current of 4.2 nA, and an exposition time of about 20 s per scan. The investigated
area was adapted to capture the core of the optical fiber, so the size of all the CL images is
(~90 × 70) µm2. We note that for acquiring CL spectra, the scanned area by the electron
beam is much smaller to facilitate the response of only the selected zone. For the same
experimental conditions (beam energy, probe current . . . ), the dose rate of the CL spectra
is much higher compared to the CL imaging, with a difference of about 1.7 × 107 Gy/s. To
avoid large irradiation effects, we used CL imaging to evaluate the GLPC luminescence
kinetics.

The electron penetration and the accumulated dose were evaluated by Geant4 [38],
and the results are displayed in Figure 1. Particularly, the interaction volume depends on
the energy of the primary electrons. For an energy E = 10 keV, the electrons could penetrate
up to ~1.3 µm. According to the Monte Carlo simulations, the estimated dose rate for the
recorded CL images using the above conditions is about 3.36 × 104 Gy/s.

The first principle calculations presented in this work are based on Density Functional
Theory (DFT) and were performed using the Quantum-ESPRESSO (QE) package [39]. We
have adopted local-density approximation (LDA) for describing the exchange-correlation
functional, together with norm-conserving pseudopotentials. Wave functions are expanded
on a basis of plane waves up to a kinetic cutoff of 80 Ry. The expansion is carried out at
the sole Γ point of the Brillouin zone, as justified by the size of the adopted supercell and
the large band gap of our silica-based system [15]. The relaxation of the DIOG and GLPC
atomic structures has been achieved by using the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
algorithm [39] and by setting up a threshold of 0.0025 eV Å−1 on the atomic forces. For
the calculation of the reaction pathways and energy barriers along the minimum energy
path (MEP), we adopted the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method, as
implemented in the QE distribution. For each application of the NEB method, we used
11 configurations (NEB images). A threshold of 0.1 eV Å−1 (on the norm of the force
orthogonal to the path) was applied as criterion for the convergence of the MEP. We note
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that only a small set of GLPC configurations [15] was employed for the present investigation,
leading to a statistically limited analysis.

1 
 

 

Figure 1. Geant4 simulation of the penetration depth and deposited energy distribution of 106 elec-
trons (10 keV) in SiO2. (a) (Y,Z) 2D cartography, (b) (X,Y) 2D cartography.

3. Results
3.1. In Situ CL Investigation of GLPC Kinetics in the O2-Loaded Sample

In this section, we present experimental results of the CL in situ measurements.
Figure 2 illustrates the normalized CL spectra of the Ge-doped optical fiber in the O2-
loaded and unloaded samples. We can easily observe that the luminescence at 400 nm is
the main emission band in the core of both samples, and it is attributed (according to the
literature) to the GLPC defects [24]. The normalized spectra are very similar and there is
no change in the shape of the GLPC emission at 400 nm in the CL spectra, which indicates,
at least from the spectroscopic point of view, that we are studying the same kind of centers.
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Figure 2. Normalized CL intensity taken in the center of the core of the Ge-doped optical fiber in the
O2-loaded and untreated samples.

We then followed on-line the kinetics of the emitting point defects using CL imaging.
Many CL monochromatic images at 400 nm (±5 nm) were recorded as a function of
the irradiation time up to ~30 min, then the luminescence profiles were extracted from
these images following the method used previously [24]. In Figure 3 we present the
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first (Figure 3a) and the last (Figure 3b) recorded monochromatic images of the sample.
The different Ge-doped zones are distinguished by blue circles, where the central part
is the one with ~9 wt% of Ge and the surrounding part is doped with ~5 wt% of Ge, as
mentioned above.
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Figure 3. CL monochromatic images acquired at 400 nm of the O2 loaded fiber of (a) the first scanned
image, (b) after 30 min of electron irradiation.

Comparing the two images, we can observe an increase of the luminescence signal
after 30 min of irradiation. Moreover, the outer part seems to be brighter than the inner
one. This indicates that the electron irradiation leads to an increase in the luminescence
of the GLPC at 400 nm. In the first image, the CL signal is low since GLPC centers were
bleached by the O2-loading treatment as previously reported [10]. Such behavior differs
from what is observed for nonloaded fibers [24], where the starting signal is high and is
reduced by electron irradiation until it reaches a stable value [24]. With the aim of creating
a better visualization of the above reported images, radial profiles were extracted following
the method previously explained [24]. Figure 4a demonstrates the radial profiles of the
first and the last CL monochromatic images, whereas Figure 4b presents the in situ kinetics
of the GLPC luminescence as a function of the electron irradiation, which in this case is
represented by the number of scans in the different Ge-doped regions.
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Figure 4. (a) Radial profiles of the first and the last recorded monochromatic CL images at 400 nm.
(b) In situ kinetics of the GLPC CL at 400 nm as a function of the electron irradiation in the different Ge-
doped zones. The estimated dose is 670 kGy per scan. In (a) vertical dashed lines are used to indicate
the zoning of the fiber in terms of the core (Ge content of 9 and 5 wt%) and the cladding regions.

Basing on the results reported in Figure 4, we can notice that in the radial profile of the
first scan, the intensity of the GLPC signal is slightly lower in the higher Ge-doped zone
(i.e., for a distance from the center of the core < 20 µm). After 30 min of irradiation, the CL
signal at 400 nm indicates an increase, which is still smaller in the higher Ge-doped region
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than in the outer 5 wt% Ge-doped region. Following on line the kinetics in both zones
(Figure 4b), we can observe that the increase in the GLPC signal is more efficient in the zone
doped with 5 wt% as compared to the 9 wt% Ge-doped zone. Indeed, in the lower-doped
zone, the signal increased by a factor of ~2. In our previous studies [24,40], we highlighted
that the GLPC bleaching mechanism under electron irradiation of the untreated sample
leads to an equilibrium state, where the remaining GLPC signal is also higher in the lower
Ge-doped zone, even though it was not the case before irradiation. In Figure 5, we compare
the radial profiles (normalized to the CL signal detected at about 15 µm from the core
center) of the last recorded CL images of the O2 loaded and the unloaded samples.
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Figure 5. Normalized radial profiles, to the luminescence intensity detected at a distance of 15 µm
from the core center, of the last recorded monochromatic images at 400 nm in the O2-loaded sample
(squares) and in the unloaded one (diamonds).

It isn’t able that as the images of both samples were recorded separately, we normalized
them to allow the comparison of their shapes. These normalized profiles are very close
apart at the core center, where we note a difference within the 20% of the normalized signal.
We conclude that whether the sample is O2-loaded or not, the final normalized profile after
electron irradiation is similar, with a higher GLPC signal in the lower-Ge-doped part. In
this context, we emphasize that the same observation was reported previously [41], where
pre-irradiated (γ-rays and UV) samples were investigated under electron irradiation, and
their radial profiles after irradiation exhibit the same shape of the pristine one.

3.2. Ab Initio Calculations of Bulk Dioxagermirane Defects

To identify the relevant bleaching/creation mechanisms of GLPC point defects in
O2-loaded germanosilicate optical fibers, we have carried out a few dedicated first principle
calculations. Since DIOG has been proposed as one of the possible defects involved in the
oxygen-induced bleaching mechanisms of GLPC previously [10], we have obtained by first
principle relaxation several DIOG point defects in a Ge-doped silica supercell model [15].
The DIOG structure involves an isosceles quasi-equilateral triangle OGeO, in which the
two oxygen atoms of the O2 molecule are bonded to the Ge of the GLPC, as schematically
illustrated in Figure 6a.
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Figure 6. (a) Schematic representation of a dioxagermirane (DIOG): the angle α at Ge atom is
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The molecular oxygen atoms form Ge–O bonds with an average Ge–O distance of
1.82 (±0.03) Å to be compared with the typical Ge–O bond distance (1.73–1.78 Å) in
GeO2 [42]. Furthermore, the O–O distance of 1.61 (±0.01) Å increases by about 30% with
respect to the one of the free O2 molecules (1.21 Å), resulting in a narrow O–Ge–O angle
(Figure 6a) with mean value of 52.3◦ (±1.0◦), in agreement with the geometric parameters
reported previously [31]. Such a small angle involves considerably strained p-orbitals.
Despite the likely stress on orbitals and consequent destabilization of the bonds, our
calculations indicate that the DIOG configuration is a very robust bulk configuration, and
70% of our DIOGs could be properly relaxed with force convergence thresholds as small
as those typically used (~0.0025 eV Å−1) for vibrational spectra calculations [39,42]. The
presence of a DIOG defect will cause the appearance of defect levels in the band gap of silica.
In particular, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level of a DIOG configuration
is located ~2 eV above the top of the silica valence band, and it corresponds to p-orbitals of
the O2 oxygen atoms which are bonded to the GLPC (Figure 6b).

The formation energies of DIOG and GLPC centers have been calculated following the
procedure outlined previously [15]. The calculated formation energy of the DIOG provides
a mean value of ~4.5 eV, while the formation energy for a GLPC defect is ~0.6 eV larger.
The latter discrepancy indicates that the absorption of an oxygen molecule at a GLPC site
is a favorable process. This is understandable since the DIOG represents a step towards a
healing path for the Ge-doped silica network, since it restores the fourfold coordination
of the Ge atom. Overall, these results indicate that the dioxagermirane defects are good
candidates for explaining the interaction of the excess oxygen with Ge lone pair defects
(i.e., GLPC) in bulk silica. In fact, the latter interaction has been proven to annihilate a large
portion of GLPC/ODC-II defects [10].

To better characterize the excess-oxygen absorption process at a GLPC, NEB simula-
tions have been performed on Ge-doped silica to further evaluate if the absorption of an
O2 molecule at a GLPC site is a favorable process. Thus, silica configurations containing
the DIOG defect and conversely the GLPC + O2 configurations have been considered to be
initial and final reaction configurations (Figure 7a,d). The calculated activation energies
for the reaction of oxygen release from a DIOG defect span from 1.0 to 1.6 eV, with an
average value of approximately 1.3 eV. Such an activation energy value falls in the upper
bound of the range of activation energy values [~0.9 to 1.3 eV] reported in the literature
for the migration of oxygen in silica [33,43,44]. The reverse reaction, which corresponds
to the passivation of GLPC by an oxygen molecule (Figure 7), has an activation energy of
approximately 0.2 eV, which further indicates that the absorption of an oxygen molecule is
a favorable process.
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Figure 7. NEB snapshots illustrating the formation mechanism of a DIOG by passivating a GLPC
with an O2 molecule: (a) an O2 molecule is placed at the center of a cavity nearby (about 3–5 Å)
a GLPC, (b) The O2 molecule binds to the GLPC, (c) a DIOG defect is formed, and (d) the DIOG
structure is fully relaxed. O and Ge atoms of the DIOG are illustrated with red and purple balls,
while for clarity, the rest of the network is illustrated with light grey sticks.

Besides the formation mechanism of DIOG in O2 loaded Ge-doped silica fibers, we
also have addressed the mechanism describing molecular oxygen interaction with GLPC
and resulting in the reconstruction of the tetrahedron based network. A schematic rep-
resentation of the reconstruction reaction can be seen in Figure 8. An oxygen atom from
a nearby Si–O–Si bridge forms a bond with the Ge atom of the DIOG. At the same time,
the DIOG moves closer to the Si–O–Si bridge so that the molecular oxygen attached to
the Ge forms a new O–Si bond (with a temporarily fivefold-coordinated Si atom) and an
O–Ge bond is broken. Finally, the structure relaxes into a GeO4 tetrahedron connected
to a peroxy bridge (having a O–O length of ~1.48 Å [45]). The likelihood of a network
reconstruction mechanism following the interaction between O2 molecule and GLPC is
supported by the fact that a few NEB simulations of oxygen release from DIOG sponta-
neously provided it as an intermediate step. Moreover, in a few cases, DIOG could not
be formed, or was temporarily formed, and the structural optimization directly resulted
in a network reconstruction (i.e., the reconstruction reaction could happen spontaneously
with no energy barrier). A detailed investigation of the network reconstruction reaction is
however beyond the scope of the present paper and is not further discussed hereafter. Yet,
our calculations allow us to speculate that the activation barrier is likely to be lower than
~1 eV, and thus it should be easily accessible with diffusion-based oxygen loading [10,15].
The comparison of formation energies between the reconstructed network configurations
and their corresponding DIOG configurations indicates that the latter have a considerably
larger (by ~1.2 eV) formation energy, indicating that the reconstruction of the network,
whenever it occurs, represents the energetically favored endpoint.
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defect. (a) An oxygen atom of the network moves closer to a DIOG. (b) The O atom forms a bond
with the Ge atom, temporarily becoming three-coordinated. (c,d) an O-Si bond is broken and the
structure finally relaxes into a GeO4 tetrahedron connected to a peroxy bond.
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4. Discussion

As indicated by recent investigations, the O2 loading of the optical fiber can destroy
the GLPC centers and modify the optical fiber response to consecutive irradiation [10].
This is particularly interesting in the context of radiation-hardened optical fibers [17,18],
particularly in the ultraviolet and visible domains. In the present work we provided strong
evidence, in the O2-loaded sample, of a GLPC increase (Figure 4) that is induced by electron
irradiation. Such an increase is observed until the ~40th scan (dose ~2.7 × 107 Gy), then
a limit value, confined within a factor ~2, is reached. The resulting behavior is similar
in the two investigated Ge-doped regions (5 wt% and 9 wt%), even if the growth of the
signal is higher in the less-doped parts of the fibers, while in the higher-doped region,
a growth of only ~25% is recorded. We also note that due to the high dose rate in the
first scan, each investigated point accumulates a dose of about 0.67 MGy. The observed
behavior prompts two essential questions: what are the microscopic mechanisms behind
the observed increase in the CL signal of GLPC centers, and what kind of point defects can
arise from the interaction of an O2 molecule with a GLPC in bulk silica?

Our ab initio results suggest that the O2 loading of the optical fiber, which is performed
prior to irradiation, can lead to the formation of bulk DIOG defects in silica. In fact,
our calculations indicate that the DIOG could be readily formed whenever an oxygen
molecule is present near the GLPC, i.e., in the presence of O2 excess inside Ge-doped silica,
thus providing an explanation for the bleaching effect of the O2 loading on the GLPC
concentration (Figure 3a). Under electron irradiation, some GLPC centers are regenerated
due to the release of excited/ionized O2 species from a DIOG (Figure 7). Particularly, the
reaction in the case of neutral species requires overcoming an energy barrier (~1.3 eV),
being easily accessible during irradiation [15,46], and representing an upper bound for the
release of the excited/ionized O2 species. Since O2 at room temperature did not escape
from the material, we approximated that (particularly when there is a starting excess of
O2 in the silica matrix) an equilibrium can be reached between the regeneration of GLPC
under irradiation and the passivation by oxygen at room temperature which leads to
the formation of dioxagermirane or other defects [10]. We note that electron-stimulated
desorption may occur at the surface of samples as reported previously [47,48]. Specifically,
oxygen might be desorbed, and because the sample volume is mostly occupied by silica,
oxygen vacancies might be generated in silica, and ODC-II centers could be generated
during the irradiation occasionally. Yet, since the CL measurements were carried out at
room temperature, oxygen diffusion is low so that, regarding the GLPC center (and hence
its luminescence), the effect of this surface desorption in the bulk is not relevant. DIOG
could release molecular oxygen, but the latter would not move far from the GLPC, so we
do not expect it to lead to a remarkable desorption from the sample at room temperature
within the total irradiation time.

As the oxygen loading is often performed using diffusion mechanisms at temperatures
around ~500 ◦C [10], it could be speculated that a combination of excess oxygen and
temperature could reconstruct the network at a GLPC site, similar to an oxygen molecule
easily passivating an oxygen vacancy and forming a peroxy defect. The reconstruction
reaction at a GLPC site may be a more complex network relaxation, analogous to the
GLPC generation from an oxygen (mono-)vacancy which involves advanced “rotation”
and “puckering” mechanisms [15]. The mechanism displayed in Figure 8 may provide a
way to completely remedy the structural memory of the preexisting GLPC defect at certain
network sites, so that further irradiation treatments would not regenerate it, leading to a
partial regeneration of GLPC in O2-loaded samples. Furthermore, the latest experimental
studies indicate that the oxygen is most probably incorporated into the network in the form
of peroxy bridges [49].

Even if the CL experiment implies that the data of the first image is due to an irradiated
sample, and even if a quantitative comparison of the final intensities detected in the O2-
loaded and unloaded fiber should be performed (however difficult), it is interesting to
note that in both samples, a limit value is reached at a high dose (Figure 5). Consequently,
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although a quantitative comparison of these two values needs further investigation, a
stable amount of GLPC exists. Furthermore, we note that in one case (unloaded sample) we
bleached and destroyed the GLPC centers, whereas in the other case, we generated them
after the O2 loading had significantly reduced their concentration before irradiation. It is
also worth noting that both the normalized profiles reported in Figure 5 strongly suggest
a role of the Ge content in determining such stable content, at least for the investigated
values of 5 wt% and 9 wt%. The latter remark implies that suitable doping strategies may
be envisaged to control the final amount of GLPC centers.

In summary, our investigation provides a strong support in favor of the formation
and stability of DIOG bulk point defects in O2-loaded Ge-doped fibers. Next, under
electron irradiation, the DIOG can release molecular oxygen and convert back to GLPC,
thus providing a reasonable explanation for the observed CL increase in GLPC intensity
in irradiated samples (Figures 3 and 4). Furthermore, our calculations suggest that an
important fraction of GLPC sites could be passivated permanently by O2, resulting in the
formation of a low-energy configuration which exhibits “healed” Ge tetrahedra linked
to peroxy bridges (Figures 8 and 9). The latter configuration might not convert back to
GLPC under irradiation, resulting in a lower final intensity of GLPC in O2-loaded samples
compared to the unloaded and nonirradiated one.
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Figure 9. Schematic representation of the possible bleaching paths of GLPC in O2-loaded optical
fibers together with back conversion paths from DIOG as derived by ab initio calculations.

5. Conclusions

In this work, by means of cathodoluminescence experiments, we have demonstrated
that electron irradiation of O2-loaded Ge-doped optical fibers leads to the generation of
GLPC centers, at variance with the behavior observed in unloaded optical fibers, where
the irradiation causes bleaching of the GLPC. Moreover, by means of ab initio calculations,
we have identified relevant structures resulting from the reaction of the GLPC center with
molecular oxygen (i.e., the DIOG point defect, or alternatively, the complex formed by a
healed GeO4 tetrahedron connected to a peroxy bridge) and discussed how much such
bulk defects are stable and can reform GLPC, or alternatively correspond to a permanent
bleaching. Hence the present combined experimental and ab initio investigation allows us
to interpret the generation of GLPC centers, in irradiated O2-loaded germanosilicate fibers,
in terms of oxygen-release reaction from DIOG bulk defects.
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